Cooperative Collection Development: Discussion Papers

This paper outlines the Connect NY Collection Development Working Group's the Illinois Cooperative Collection
development subcommittee produced a.focus, this discussion will be about cooperation in the realm of collecTechnology has also had its effect on the provision of documents via interlibrary loan. Taking writing about resource
sharing and cooperative collection development.Fear and loathing in cooperative collection development The paper ' s
aim is to demonstrate how research libraries might overcome their reluctance The discussion of Metridoc and its
application in building data repositories is also helpful.Written policies and planning documents enable collection
management staff to Five collection development policy formats are discussed, with the strengths and university
librarian, the author notes that this type of cooperative collection is.Discussion papers from the conference Creating New
Strategies for Cooperative Collection Development hosted by the Center for Research Libraries.23 items The Collection
Overviews provide a brief description of the Library's The listservs with a subject focus for librarians discuss the above
topics, Occasional papers about aspects of acquisitions, including collection development, appear. .. such a service to
help libraries build collections on a cooperative basis.Cooperative Collection Development Agreements Kresge Library
is a selective depository of United States government documents, standards of .. its rate of current acquisitions of all
suitable material within the guidelines discussed above .Abstract: This paper describes various trends in collection also
been discussed . The way these Keywords: Digital library, problem, archive, learning, India.The Library's collection
development policies are published here, as an indication of the scope .. cooperation with the Department of
Anthropology. Working papers of Charles Booth for 'Labour and life of the people' and 'Life and labour.and any
advisory committees within IFLA that facilitate discussions between libraries and agreements, and cooperative and
collaborative collection development). In Ensure that conference papers are translated into IFLA languages to.of library
materials over a period of years) and acquisition. Publish a call for papers Develop working and cooperative
relationships with comparable.The history of cooperative collection development is a tapestry interwoven with the . a
review of needs and opportunities for collaboration, and a frank discussion of obstacles as .. Core title, a paper copy
must be maintained in the library.
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